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Another Try

San Bernardino City
Council members have
approved a new plan for
the Arrowhead Springs
Resort.

Lawsuit: An
environmental group had
challenged the
development plan, and a
judge ruled that the plan
lacked a strong financial
argument for building a
golf course.

Report: A market
analyst's report included
in the new plan calls the
golf course "pivotal."

A market analyst states the proposed Arrowhead Springs resort would lose at least a third of its meeting and convention
business without a golf course, a finding that San Bernardino officials hope will sway a judge to let the project proceed.

City Council members Monday voted unanimously, with Neil Derry absent, to adopt a revised specific plan, or
development policy statement, that includes the findings by Alfred Gobar Associates. The revised plan drops previous
claims that a golf course could help contain flooding downhill from the resort.

Last month, San Bernardino County Superior Court Judge John Wade ruled that the plan did not provide adequate
evidence that the golf course would deter flooding, or that it might make the difference between a solvent development and
a failure.

But Gobar's Sept. 25 analysis calls a golf course "pivotal" in attracting up to 40 percent of meeting events.

To reach that conclusion, analysts polled meeting organizers and marketing managers and surveyed trade publications.

Analysts also compared Arrowhead Springs' amenities with those of five other Southern California resorts, including the
Grand Del Mar, the Rancho Bernardo Inn and the Ojai Valley Spa and Inn.

"Without a quality on-site golf course, the Arrowhead Springs Resort conference center will be at a significant
competitive disadvantage," the report states.

City Planner Terri Rahhal said in light of such an argument, there was no need to pursue further research on flooding.

"The economic benefits are primary and overwhelming," she said.

Adam Keats, an attorney for the conservation group, said he had not seen the consultant's study.

"It sounds like a very quick Band-Aid," he said.



Thomas Thornburg, president of American Development, said he plans to give Wade the new plan within the week.

Development plans for the resort include expansion of a 135-room hotel as well as construction of a second 300-room
hotel and a 199-acre golf course. The project would have as many as 1,350 homes and 1 million square feet of
commercial and office space in the foothills of northern San Bernardino.

But the Center for Biological Diversity, a Joshua Tree-based group, claims the plan did not survey for wildlife and habitat
and ignored comments from the U.S. Forest Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The center sued the city in
December, arguing that the specific plan was inadequate.
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